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APPELLATION 
VIN DE FRANCE 
COLOR 
WHITE SPARKLING WINE 
VINTAGE 
2022 
FARMING 
ORGANIC & BIODYNAMIC 
VINE AGE 
20 YEARS 
VARIETAL 
50% CHENIN, 20% GROLLEAU GRIS, 15% CABERNET 
FRANC, 15% PINEAU D’AUNIS 
ALCOHOL 
12% 
SOIL 
CLAY & LIMESTONE 
FERMENTATION 
ANCESTRAL METHOD. 
FERMENTED WITH NATURAL YEASTS. 
AGING 
6 MONTHS ON LEES. 
FILTERED. UNFINED. 
SO2 
15 MG/L 
AGING POTENTIAL 
3-5 YEARS 
CASES PRODUCED 
830 CASES 
TASTING NOTES 
Almost as much as we love this pretty orange-gold 
sparkler that glows like the setting sun, which drinks 
more like a champagne than pet’nat. With traditional 
Champagne notes of red apple, pear, citrus zest, 
subtle buttery toast with fine, persistent bubbles and a 
crisp, dry finish, this is a lush and fun glass of bubbly 
with an elegant edge. Pet’nat even your mama – and 
grandma -- would love, yet interesting enough for the 
geeks. All in a biodynamic, no-added-sulfite package. 
Win-win.” – rock juice 

 

 MANOIR DE LA TÊTE ROUGE 
 FREE MOUSSE, PET NAT 

 
 
 

THE STORY 
 

“peasant and responsible agriculture is a way of life and of thinking. 
when producing my grapes, i aspire to act sensibly for the people and 
the planet . this state of mind develops naturally from a respectful 
relationship with nature. since 1998, the vineyard has been cultivated and 
certified by ecocert in organic farming and since 2010 in biodynamic 
farming by biodyvin. knowing how to adapt to a changing environment 
requires constant questioning. the planting of forgotten grape varieties 
such as pineau d’aunis, the incorporation of trees into the cultivation of 
the vine (agroforestry) or the gradual abandonment of all modern 
oenology are avenues that i have followed for more than 20 years. other 
projects will emerge in the coming years. revitalizing authenticity, 
durability and liveliness is an integral part of the culture of my estate. the 
entire manoir de la tête rouge team and i are passionate about this 
peasant and caring approach.” 

 


